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Theology classes
attend Body of
Christ exhibit

PN survey: 76% of those
surveyed have cheated

S

A

Matt Cooley
Reporter
t. Louis U. High is hosting an exhibit
that tells the story of miracles attributed to the Eucharist.
	The 140 posters that make up the
Vatican International Exhibit of Eucharistic
Miracles of the World arrived after school
on Wednesday and are on display through
today in the Commons. The exhibit, which
is sponsored by Body of Christ Outreach,
provides information on 126 miracles of the
Eucharist recognized by the Catholic Church.
Posters, illustrated with photographs of artifacts and relics, describe the circumstances
and supporting evidence of each miracle.
Visitors can also complete a “Search the
Stories Challenge” to win candy.
	Theology teachers have been encouraged to take their classes to see the exhibit,
said theology department chair Rob Garavaglia. The exhibit is also open for any student
who did not go with his class or would like
more time to read through the information.
	Garavaglia found out about the exhibit in
an e-mail and accepted the offer from Body
of Christ Outreach to show it at SLUH. “I
thought that it would be an excellent Lenten
practice, a way to deepen our devotion to the
Eucharist,” he said.
	The exhibit was developed at the Vatican
in 2005 and translated into English by the
Chicago-based Real Presence Association.
In 2007, Body of Christ Outreach purchased
the images on CD and had them printed.
SLUH is only the second high school
in the area to see the exhibit, which the organization typically shows on weekends at

see BODYOFCHRIST, 13

Mike Lumetta, Conor Gearin
Core Staff
s a Catholic learning institution, St.
Louis U. High promotes both Christian morals and academic excellence and
rejects cheating as a violation of both. The
Parent/Student Handbook states, “While
recognizing the strength of both the temptations to cheat and the pressure to cooperate in cheating, the school cannot overlook
even casual cheating without compromising its mission.” However, according to a
recent Prep News survey, 210 out of 276
students surveyed, or 76 percent, say that
they have engaged in some form of cheating in their high school careers.
	Of the surveyed students who have
cheated, far fewer cheated on work with a

significant impact on their grades. While
80 percent of those students have cheated
on a homework assignment and 50 percent
have cheated on a quiz, 29 percent have
cheated on a test, 14 percent have cheated
on an exam, and 7 percent have cheated on
a paper or long-term project.
In addition, most students who have
cheated have done so infrequently. Fifty-five
percent have cheated once in their careers
or less than once per month, although 41
percent fall within the latter category. 21
percent regularly cheat, with frequencies
ranging from once a month to more than
three times per week.
Assistant Principal for Academics
Thomas Becvar said that it does not surprise
him that the majority of SLUH students

see CHEATING I, 4

Ash Wednesday Mass
Deacon Allen Boedeker
patterns a cross
with ashes on
senior Kevin
McAuliffe at the
Ash Wednesday
Mass.
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SLUH helps organize first Blood comJesuit diversity hiring fair
petes in regional poetry
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Nick Fandos
Features Editor
n conjunction with DeSmet Jesuit
High School, Loyola Academy, the Jesuit Missouri Province, and the Alumni
Service Corps (ASC), St. Louis U. High
helped organize the first ever Jesuit diversity hiring fair in St. Louis exclusively to
promote local Jesuit schools as viable employment options. The event, which took
place Monday at St. Louis University,
attracted almost 70 potential educators
despite several inches of snow the night
before.
	According to Assistant Principal for Diversity Robert Evans, the organizer’s primary
goal was to inform a wide variety of people
about the opportunities for employment at
the area’s Jesuit institutions.
From 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., a steady stream
of interested potential educators flowed

into the Busch Student Center where they
watched a continuously streaming video
highlighting each school and the ASC. After
watching the video, interested attendees had
an opportunity to speak one-on-one with
administrators responsible for hiring from
each institution.
“Basically, if people were interested in
teaching, it was an opportunity for people to
get to know us in a smaller, more intimate
setting,” said Evans. He explained that the
fair should allow SLUH to expand the range
of educators interested in working at the
school.
“I think this was just another avenue
to begin casting a wider net and having
conversations about possible employment,”
said Evans.
“We involve ourselves in hiring fairs
from other institutions and schools …we

see DIVERSITY, 11

Four Churabills win gold
Eric Mueth
Staff
ussian teacher Robert Chura announced the annual National Russian
Essay contest results earlier this week to
each of his junior and senior classes. Juniors John Barber, Weston Biver, Conor
Gearin and senior Michael Meyer earned
gold medals for their essays. Numerous
silver and bronze medals were awarded as
well.
	All junior and senior Russian students
took this year’s contest on Nov. 17. The
seniors were in the advanced level while
the juniors were in the intermediate level.
Everyone received two school periods to
complete his essay. The topic asked students
to write about something important to them
or their interests and was the same for the
intermediate and advanced.
	Meyer came into the essay well-prepared, with a previous gold medal and a trip
to Russia under his belt.
“I felt I would be decently prepared, but
I didn’t know what the topic was,” Meyer
said.
	Meyer wrote about the importance of

R

art in his life, focusing especially on how
theater and chorus have impacted his life.
Meyer felt it was a good essay but said, “It’s
one of those contests that you never really
know how they are going to like your essay.”
Meyer added, “I felt confident, but I wasn’t
too sure.”
	Barber said he was not worried heading
into the contest. After seeing the essay prompt
he said, “(The topic) was pretty broad, so we
could take it in any direction we wanted.”
He said, “I felt I was able to communicate
what I was thinking in my head in Russian,
because I tried to say things that I knew how
to say, but not repeat myself too much.”
	Gearin wrote about biology in his essay,
utilizing the open-ended question.
	Biver was worried heading into the essay, noting that the contest was something
entirely different from regular classes. He
wrote about places he has traveled with his
family and the types of souvenirs he has collected. Upon finishing the essay, Biver felt
comfortable because he checked his grammar
and developed his paragraphs well, but he
felt that he did not write enough.

see RUSSKIY, 13

Drew Dziedzic
Staff
ophomore Tom Blood competed in
the Poetry Out Loud National Recitation Contest on Wednesday, continuing St.
Louis U. High’s participation in the annual event. The contest is sponsored by the
National Endowment for the Arts and the
Poetry Foundation. Blood was selected
to represent SLUH after winning the inhouse competition in December.
	During the competition, Blood recited
three poems: “Kissing Stieglitz Good-Bye”
by Gerald Stern, “Not Waving But Drowning” by Stevie Smith, and “Epilogue” by
Robert Browning.
“It’s not an easy poem to make sense
of,” said Hussung of “Kissing Stieglitz
Good-Bye,” which focuses on a man after
he loses his best friend. “He takes you on
a journey through the poem. He brought
genuine grief.”
“(The poem) challenged me to do my
best,” said Blood.
“Not Waving But Drowning” follows
a journey of a miserable man who believes
his misery has not been detected.
“(Blood) did a very good job,” said Hussung of “Epilogue,” which tells the story of
a person beyond the grave telling his or her
love not to pity. According to Hussung, the
poem ranges from soft to loud throughout
the poem. “He has a big voice when he needs
it. It filled up a great big room.”
Unfortunately, Blood did not place in
the competition. He points to a mistake made
during the first line of the second stanza of
his third and final poem, “Epilogue.”
“It was a positive experience overall,”
said Blood. “What seemed like a negative
ending was really a great learning experience.” Blood noted that his ability to interpret
poems improved.
“It is really exciting to see poems
performed by people who have interpreted
a poem and really thought about it,” said
English teacher Chuck Hussung, coordinator
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Butler, ‘10, seeks administrative consistency
To the Editors:
	Recently, I’ve been asking myself how the faculty and administration at SLUH perceive the responsibility of students, particularly
seniors. My inquiry began after observing a series of startling and
incomprehensibly blatant inconsistencies.
We, as students, are expected to have at least some base level
of responsibility, namely doing homework, attending class on time,
dressing appropriately, and acting respectfully. Beyond these simple
tasks, however, the line of expectation begins to blur. Can a group
of seniors be expected to sit and talk in a room alone? Apparently
not, as I’ve noted from the trickle down bemoaning over the “senior
chill room” from faculty and administration, coupled with the addition of an imposing window into the room (which I hear is just
the beginning of many more measures).
	Not only this, but also in my time at SLUH the STUCO room,
which was so long a part of senior privilege was taken out of the
school based on the presupposition that every ensuing senior class—
yes, that is my class and will be you freshman, sophomores, and
juniors—would be too irresponsible to handle a room on its own (I
won’t even go into the fact that virtually every senior will have to
do this in about six months when they go to college).
I never planned on spending the time to write a letter until last
Tuesday when the little trust the administration seemed to have in
the responsibility of the student body, and, in reality, in the entire
driving-age population of St. Louis, spontaneously exploded.
	As you all know, the road conditions that day were terrible,

decidedly worse than the last snow day’s conditions. Nevertheless,
KSDK told me that we, unlike Vianney or Ursuline or many other
area institutions, had but an hour extra to get to school. I arrived
late, so I proceeded to Mr. Kesterson’s office to get a late slip
(which they were giving to students who arrived only a few minutes
late—sorry guys, next time drive faster!). What I found there was
startling: a group of seniors, some on phones and some just talking,
who had all been involved in car accidents. After hearing all the
discussions, I gathered that the grand total was four accidents. A
few were rear-ended or spun out, and one student even woke up to
find that someone had hit his car overnight on the street and left.
	Throughout the rest of my day I heard stories of close calls
and perilous conditions which left me questioning: why would an
administration that doesn’t even trust the responsibility of seniors
far enough to let them sit alone in a room oblige them, and assorted
sophomores and juniors, to drive 4,000 pounds of steel alone on
ice?
I’m not asking for a snow day or a STUCO room because I
know we’re beyond that; what I’m asking for is consistency. If we
can’t be trusted to intake the proper amounts of nutrients (hello,
Baked Lays and Diet Pepsi), then we can’t drive two tons of metal
down frozen side-streets, not to mention contend with the variety
of miserable drivers prowling those frozen wastes. Is school worth
five accidents? Three? One?
Jim Butler, ‘10

Campus Ministry invites juniors to retreats
To the Editors:
We would like to invite those juniors who haven’t yet signed
up for a retreat this year to come by Campus Ministry and sign up
for either of the two remaining Kairos retreats (March 2-5, April
20-23). Spots remain for you on both, though you will have to act
quickly to get on the March version. For guys worried about spring
sports tryouts, the April retreat may be a better option. Both retreats
involve missing three class days—absences that are both excused
and encouraged by the school and its mission. And to students from
any class, we are now taking sign-ups for the Community Service
retreat (April 11-12). This retreat only involves missing one class
day, so if you want to explore a deeper call to service, a wonderful
experience is only a sign-up away.
	Our school invests heavily in retreats to encourage students to
become spiritual beings. We don’t expect everybody who signs up
for a retreat to possess a coherent understanding of their spiritual
DNA, but we do hope that students are open and courageous enough
to sign up and, possibly for the first time, encounter the breath of
God flowing through them. Anyone who has been on an optional
retreat will say there is plenty of fun to be had, but the intended
heart of these retreats is a deeply unifying and spiritual endeavor.
We promise that you won’t be disappointed you attended. Talk to
anyone who has been on one. Expectations are almost universally

exceeded.
	Normally, we probably wouldn’t take to the Prep News to make
this kind of announcement. But with last month’s coverage about
retreat cancellations, we wanted to assure the wider community
that retreats are not at all in any sort of dire straits. We have ideas
of how to better publicize and market these opportunities for next
school year, ideas that we are confident will draw more people in.
On the whole, it’s been another very successful year for the retreat
program, and we thank the faculty, staff, and administration for
making it all possible. We also especially thank the students who
have made the choice to attend a retreat this year. Without your
energy and openness, we wouldn’t have the successes that we do.
The Campus Ministry Team (Bieber, Ehlman, Emerson, Gilmore,
Heumann, Linhares, Tran)

Corrections and Amplifications
-In last week’s Urinetown article, the Prep News incorrectly
reported that Madison Johnson is home-schooled. She, in fact,
attends Whitfield.
-In the headline for last week’s hockey article, the Prep News
incorrectly stated that the hockey team trounced the Spartans.
The hockey team actually defeated the Francis Howell North
Knights.
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Cheating I
(from 1)

have cheated at some point. “Over your high
school career, if you’re talking about copying an assignment, or (something like) ‘I ran
out of time so I got help from somebody,’
I’m not surprised that that could happen.
The level of cheating,
though, is certainly going to vary, depending
on what was actually
happening—was this
a major assignment?
Was this a homework
check?”
Some teachers perceived little cheating but
acknowledged that more
cheating may happen
than they notice.
“It’s occasional.
It’s not common. I see
it occasionally,” said science teacher Steve
Kuensting. “It may happen more than that,
but I try to do my part to make sure that kids
aren’t put into situations where they feel like
they can do it easily.”
Student perceptions of cheating at SLUH
varied. A few students said that cheating is
not that significant of an issue at SLUH.
Some also said that whether cheating happens
depends on the tendencies of the student and
on the situation.
	One junior said, “Cheating is one of
those things you can’t stop completely.”
However, he said that as a transfer student
he saw more students cheating at his former
school, another area all-boys Catholic high
school, than at SLUH.
	One senior said that most of the cheating
he is “aware of is on minor quizzes and small
tests, just because kids want to make sure
they have solid grades on those things.”
Ways of Cheating
	According to SLUH students and teachers, the forms in which cheating occurs vary
greatly.
	One hundred sixty-nine students, or 80
percent of those who have cheated at some
time, have cheated on homework.
“I’ve copied down some answers off
people’s homework and stuff because I forgot
to do it,” said one freshman. “Sometimes I
would forget to do the homework, or other

times I’d need help with it.”
	One senior said that he occasionally
asks to see another student’s homework in
order to get adequate sleep and still finish
his homework.
“I think a lot of it is just time—well,
time and procrastination,
both of them.
I try to get to
sleep at like
a decent hour
most nights
because I
have to be
at school at
7 a.m. for
band every
morning. It’ll
get to 10:30,
and I’ll be
screwed,” he said.
While prefecting in the cafeteria or
library, Callon said that he makes a serious
effort to make sure students are doing their
own work.
“It takes no longer than five minutes for
me to see somebody transcribing algebra,
geometry,
chemistry homework,” he
said.
	Callon
said that
cheating
on quizzes,
though an
issue, is
less common than
cheating on
homework—perhaps twice a year he would
call a student out for cheating on a quiz and
give him a zero.
	One sophomore said that if a student is
trying to look at his reading quiz, he would
“kind of open (his) arms” to let the other
student see his answers. He said that he does
so about once a month.
	A junior said that he also will not prevent
students from looking off his quiz. “If these
are the kids who are struggling in class or
need the extra help, I figure I’m not going

to be the one to deny them that,” he said.
Some students said that cheating on
quizzes and tests depends on the vigilance
of the teacher.
“I’ve been in a couple of classes before
where the teacher’s not paying any attention
at all while you’re taking a quiz or a test, and
people are sitting in the back whispering to
each other,” said one senior.
English, social studies, and theology
classes also encounter plagiarism at times.
Social studies department chair Tom
Wilson said that because underclassmen
do not have much experience with research
papers, some accidentally plagiarize or cite
sources incorrectly.
Wilson said that freshmen “(come) from
all types of schools and may not know what
the process is,” explaining that accidental
plagiarism is about as common as intentional
plagiarism in freshman history classes.
	Callon said that students can cheat on
English essays by taking ideas but not style
from another student or other source. Such
cheating is difficult to police.
“SLUH guys cheat in very fuzzy ways.
They’re very savvy,” he said. “It’s very
hard to catch a guy cheating who doesn’t
prepare for his
exam (essay)
except to grab
somebody else’s
prep sheet, grab
all the points (of)
the thesis, and to
use those points
(for his essay).
	To me, that’s
the worst kind
of cheating—the
shortest intellectual shortcut. …
And really, once you have a core idea, you
have a paragraph.”
Methods of Prevention
	Though SLUH’s stance on cheating is
clear in the Parent/Student Handbook, and
the method of carrying out the policy is uniform at the administrative level, individual
teachers enforce the policy differently within
their own classrooms.
“Every discipline, every class, is differ-

see CHEATING II, 10
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Sam Bufe, Nathan Rubbellke
Reporters
he St. Louis U. High hockey team
brought out its artillery this past week
for the second round of the Mid-States
Challenge Cup. The No. 3 seed Jr. Bills
faced off against the No. 6 seed Kirkwood
Pioneers.
The first game of the two-game series
was played Thursday night at Queeny Park
ice rink. A large contingent of SLUH fans
came out in camouflage to support the Busiebills. In a surprise move, sophomore goalie
Thomas Place was in the net, starting his first
playoff game and getting the nod over the
Post-Dispatch athlete of the week, junior
Justin Ragland.
Place likely started because of his performance against the Pioneers during the
regular season on Jan. 2, when he saved 27
shots in a 2-0 shutout win against Kirkwood.
But a playoff hockey game in February is

T

entirely different than a non-conference game tensity and the hits became more frequent
and harder. Skirmishes in front of both teams’
in January.
nets were constant as both
	The Jr. Bills came
teams tried to gain an
out strong in the first few
advantage. Thomas Place
minutes of the game, but it
made four big saves in a
only took four minutes for
two minute stretch and
Kirkwood to find the back
even went behind the net
of the net to take a 1-0 lead
to save one shot. However,
while shorthanded.
the Pioneers scored once
	The Bills evened it
again to take a 3-1 lead.
up just five seconds later.
The Backesbills tried
Sophomore Tim Coleman
their best to tighten the
won the faceoff and senior
game, but poor passing
Greg Place stormed the
and wide shots plagued
puck into the net to even the
score and temporarily save Junior forward Ryan Reding looks for an them.
option in Monday’s playoff win against
	Down by two going into
his little brother’s back.
Kirkwood.
the third period, the team
	The teams headed into
the second period tied at one, but Kirkwood was tired and not playing up to their potengrabbed the momentum just 20 seconds into tial. Coach Charlie Busenhart said of his
the period, scoring on a two-on-one break. team’s weak play, “They thought the
	Down a goal, SLUH picked up the insee HOCKEY, 9
photo courtesy of dr. rick kuebel

Netbills fall to Red Devils, on to Districts

Nate Heagney
of our transition or because of our steals,”
Staff
said head coach John Ross
he St. Louis U. High basketball team
Senior Mike Mayberger led a balanced
(17-10) split a pair of games last SLUH attack with 15 points. Senior Scott
week, taking down a tough Parkway West Milles chipped in 14, and senior captain Tim
squad before falling at Chaminade in front Cooney added 12.
of a packed house.
For three quarters SLUH hung right
	The Jr. Bills used their
with defending state champatented fast break to jump
pion Chaminade last Friday.
out to an early lead against
But unfortunately for the Jr.
the visiting Longhorns and
Bills, the game is four quarnever looked back.
ters long, and Chaminade
SLUH jumped out to
dominated the final eight
a quick 10-2 lead and held
minutes of play to come
that advantage for the rest of
away with a 69-56 win.
the game, never trailing durWith 3:16 left in the third
ing the contest. Whenever
quarter the Jr. Bills led 45-44
Parkway West would close
and looked poised to steal
the deficit, SLUH would
a win from the host Red
make the plays it needed to
Devils. But from that point
Senior Tim Cooney drives past a
maintain the lead.
Chaminade defender.
on, Chaminade outscored
West did climb to within
SLUH 25-11 and won by a
one late in the fourth quarter, but SLUH made deceptively large margin.
the necessary free throws down the stretch
“We shot the ball well for at least three
to hang on for the victory, 52-47.
quarters. I thought Chaminade played really
“We did a really good job defensively well—a couple of their guys really stepped up
creating turnovers and creating layups. They for them. Both teams played really well, they
play a pretty nice zone but a lot of times they just hit a few more shots in fourth quarter,”
weren’t able to establish their zone because said Ross.

T

photo By Ted Wight

	Both teams started out the game in zone
defenses, and that strategy proved effective
early on. The Jr. Bills, led by senior forward
Mike Butler, got off to a good start and took
a 4-0 lead with 6:14 left in the first quarter.
	But Chaminade capitalized on SLUH
turnovers and tallied seven straight points to
take a 7-4 lead. Continuing the trend, SLUH
used a press of their own to force Chaminade
into turnovers, which SLUH converted into
easy baskets. SLUH took a 17-15 lead with
two minutes remaining in the first quarter.
Up to that point, the Buttsbills had done
a good job of containing Chaminade star
Bradley Beal. However, Beal took over at
the end of the first quarter and scored six
straight points before the break, giving the
Red Devils a 21-17 advantage.
	Both teams battled each other from there,
and neither team was able to take a substantial
lead. SLUH shot the ball well, especially from
beyond the three-point arc, and managed to
gain a 35-34 halftime lead.
	The battle continued until the fourth
quarter, when Chaminade took the game
over.
“I think we slowed down the pace and
lost our chance at good baskets. If we had

see B-BALL, 9
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Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
wo St. Louis U. High wrestlers, junior
Espen Conley (145 pounds) and senior captain Peter Everson (171), placed
in the top four at the District Tournament
to qualify for State. Both wrestlers are
making their second trip to Mizzou Arena
in Columbia; Conley finished sixth a year
ago at 152 pounds.
	The Jr. Bills got off to a decent start Friday night. Six of the 10 competing wrestlers
advanced to the quarterfinals, with senior
captain Andrew Danter (140) and senior
David Lopez (152) securing pins. The four
who lost dropped to the wrestleback bracket
and would need to win every match until the
third-place match to qualify.
In the quarterfinal round, Conley techfalled his opponent, but sophomore Will
Whitney (135), Danter, and Lopez fell by
points.
In his quarterfinal, Everson faced Ryan
Marble of Jackson, the third-ranked wrestler
in Class 4. Marble got the first takedown,

T

but Everson eventually responded with a more Nick Danter (125), junior C.J. Swanger
(130), and Lopez were pinned to end their
reversal to the back
seasons. However,
for a 5-2 lead. Later,
Whitney, Andrew
with Marble trying
Danter, Geders, and
to escape, Everson
junior Brian Gass
doubled off and put
(215) all survived on
Marble to his back for
points before senior
a pin.
Alex Myers (285) lost
	Meanwhile, se9-2.
nior Joel Geders (189)
In his semifinal
stayed even at 4-4
bout, Conley conwith No. 6 Darrell Ristrolled Jackson’s
inger of Northwest. A
Blake Hooe, scoring
third-period stall gave
Senior Joel Geders works for a takedown against
every takedown in
Missouri No. 6 Darrell Risinger of Northwest.
Risinger the lead, but
Geders nearly stood up to tie the match again. the match, including a blast double in the
However, Risinger clung to a leg to stay on second, to win 7-3.
Everson faced Class 4 No. 2 Andy Early
top and win.
“I just should have run away when I was of Lafayette, who beat him three times at the
almost free at the end to tie the match up,” Spartan. Early muscled off Everson’s highcrotch and worked several turns from top in
said Geders.
After all four wrestlers in the first the first two periods to establish a 10-0 lead.
wrestleback round received byes, some of But Everson rolled through for a reversal
the SaturdayNightRidebills got eliminated when Early tried a turn. However,
in the second round of wrestlebacks. Sophosee STATE, 14
photo By Mike Lumetta

Conversation Cube

-Compiled by
Adam Cruz

Michael Meyer,
senior racquetball
No. 1 doubles

Scott Milles,
senior basketball
guard

Matt Potter,
junior hockey forward

Peter Everson,
senior wrestler

My/our biggest
roadblock to state
is...

Parkway West or
DeSmet.

Webster in the District final.

DeSmet’s offense.

Andy Early (Lafayette). He’s beat me
four times.

Brand of choice

Wilson.

Nike. I’m on my
fourth pair this season.

Nike, easy.

Asics.

Postgame Meal

P’sghetti’s supersub
sandwich.

Frozen pizza. Taco
Bell on special occasions.

Late night Steak n’
Shake.

Anything
healthy.

Olympic sport I’m
obsessing over

Luging.

Snowboard cross,
catch the fever.
Copyright, Mr. Wilson.

Snowboarding.

Speed skating.

If I were coach for a
day, I would...

Move that Meyer kid
up to first seed.

Play myself, just for
“kicks.”

Say everything from
the Herb Brooks
speech.

Gorge myself in the
wrestling tournament hospitality
room.

un-
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Beebills win 22, fall only to CBC
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Nathan Rubbelke, Eddie Bozesky
Reporters
ast winter, the freshman C-Blue Basketball team amassed an impressive
13-3 record. Some feared that they could
not duplicate such a season or even improve upon it, dreading a “sophomore
slump.” But instead of a slump, there was
a “sophomore surge.” This year’s B Basketball team finished its season Tuesday
afternoon with a 44-33 win over MICDS
to end with an overall record of 22-2 (7-1
MCC).
	The team had a strong offense that relied
on its big men in the paint to provide points
and rebounds. Captain Andrew Pitts said,
“We tried to get the ball down low to our
big men, and always looked for centers Jack
Kelley and (freshman) Zack Greiner.”
Kelley and guard Matt Clark, who was
a swingman between the B-team and varsity squad, were the leading scorers for the
season. Guards Stefan Sansone and Jeffrey
Mayberger were also major point-scorers
throughout the season.
Even though the team had strong offensive skills, the defense was still a significant

L

factor in the team’s win total. The Beebills
were able to put on a strong press to wear
down their
opponents
and grab
a lot of
steals. Sansone was a
thief out on
the court,
acquiring many
g a m e changing
steals.
	T h e
team had
a number
of exciting
contests
Sophomore Jack Kelley splits two CBC
defenders en route to an easy layup. d u r i n g
the season.
While playing Webster Groves, the team fell
behind. After coach Tim Rittenhouse put on
the press, the team gathered a few big steals
and converted their shots to pull out a 54-50
victory in the final two minutes.
photo By Ted Wight
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“Our game against Farmington was
interesting,” said Rittenhouse. After trailing
at the end of the first quarter, 16-11, they
ended up winning the game 66-30.
	Another big game for the B team was
their road win at Jefferson City, won by a
tip-in with a couple of seconds left.
	Clark and Mitch Klug were clutch players helping the team pull away in the fourth
quarter of these close games.
	The team was the Southside Tournament
champion, CBC Tournament runner-up, and
Metro Catholic Conference (MCC) champion. Both of the team’s losses came from
CBC: the first a narrow 48-45 loss in the
CBC tournament final, and the second was
in conference play, the team’s only conference loss, and also the only time the team
was held under 40 points.
	Of the team’s success, Kelley said, “Every player had a role, and they all fulfilled
them to maximum potential.”
Rittenhouse also fulfilled his role energizing the team day in and out.
Kelley said, “Coach (Rittenhouse) knew
how to play our teams’ strengths.”

see B B-BALL, 12

JV Wrestling dominates MCC playing field
Mike Lumetta, Tim Leible
Core Staff, Reporter
he St. Louis U. High JV wrestling
team got off to a slow start to the season this year, mainly due to the lack of
wrestlers in the lower weight classes, but
the team finished the season strong with a
Metro Catholic Conference (MCC) tournament title.
	The Workhardbills achieved a victory
over rival CBC early in the season. JV coach
Sean O’Brien said that CBC had a young
squad, and the Jr. Bills’ experience allowed
them to triumph in the dual.
“Our guys made sure to capitalize on
that,” said O’Brien.
	The Noregretsbills then had a strong
showing at the Mehlville Tournament over
Christmas break. They dominated St. Charles
West’s JV but struggled against Lindbergh
in the tournament.
“The mistakes they made against those
teams they didn’t make against MCC teams,”

T

Several wressaid O’Brien.
tlers competed
S L U H
well throughout
notched another
the season. Junior
key MCC win on
Hans Brende split
Jan. 26 when it
time between JV
beat DeSmet on
and varsity, and
the road.
sophomore Sean
“Basically
Rammaha showed
everyone went
a lot of promise in
out there in the
his rookie season
matches and wresin the sport.
tled well. That’s
Junior Hans Brende looks for a pin against his
	The season was
pretty much how
Kirkwood opponent.
also a good building
we won,” O’Brien said.
	Many wrestlers stepped up and per- point for the varsity squad for next year. Many
formed well in the MCC tournament at guys got the chance to wrestle at the varsity
CBC, including sophomores Evan Chipley level, including sophomores Parker Schenk
and Matt Hruz and junior C.J. Swanger. The and Gerard Gayou. Schenk wrestled one
team came up with a big win in its penulti- varsity match and pinned his opponent.
mate dual against Vianney and closed out its 	Varsity head coach Jon Ott said, “They
season by rattling out several pins against a look to be eager for next year, and it helped
weak Chaminade team to beat Vianney by that some of them got a taste of varsity this
year.”
six points.
photo By Fr. John Tran
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Joe Walsh
team placed last out of the eight contenders,
Reporter
the wrestlers’ first tournament experience
he C wrestling team finished its sea- would prove to be beneficial in the future.
“(The Fox Tournament) was an experison with a well-earned first place finence to remember,”
ish at the Metro
said Steven Miller
Catholic Confer(145).
ence (MCC) tour	The team denament on Jan. 30.
stroyed DeSmet
The team showed
later in the season
a big improvement
in a confidencefrom the tough
boosting match
early part of the
held right before
season.
MCCs.
	The year startFreshman Jack Flotte takes down his Chaminade opponent.
“I definitely felt
ed off for the C team
better about the whole
wrestlers with a loss
against Hazelwood West. Despite the loss, team after that win,” commented Ryan Arthe team gained valuable experience and got royo (95).
	Alex “Whatever it” Tackes (103) and
its first taste of high school wrestling.
	The C team participated in the Fox Sam Wilhelm (215) led the charge into first
tournament, a grueling all-day event against place in MCCs with big wins to put up crucial
teams far more experienced. Although the points to beat Vianney, Chaminade, DeSmet,

T

photo By Ted Wight

and host CBC.
	Nick Geiser (119), also a key wrestler,
earned a gold medal by winning all his
matches that day.
Several C wrestlers walked away with
silver medals, notably Drew Donze (189)
and Justin McManemin (152) , all of whom
lost just one match.
	C wrestling coaches Tim Curdt and Don
Steingruby put the team through intense
practices six days a week to prepare for the
tournament. JV coach Sean O’Brien helped
with the preparation.
“Practice was pretty tough, but it was
winning MCCs that was definitely worth all
the hard work,” said Keith Schumacher.
	MCCs were special for the C team as it
dedicated the competition to Curdt and his
late father, who passed away in the first week
of February. According to the wrestlers, this
dedication to Curdt brought the team together
and bonded the wrestlers into one successful

see C WRESTLE, 12

O’Bills finish 13-1

K-bills co-MCC title

T

T

Brendan Bement
Reporter
he C-White basketball team, under coach Bob O’Connell,
started out the season with high hopes going into the St.
Mary’s Freshman Basketball
Tournament. Though the team
had hoped just to be competitive, the Jr. Bills finished the
tournament with an average
win margin of over 22 points
and the tournament trophy.
That championship led to
hopes of an unbeaten season,
and sparked the confidence in
the team.
The Whitebills’ first Metro
Catholic Conference (MCC)
Freshman Matt Steurer drives past his
game against Vianney gave
DuBorg defender for the layup.
them a needed reality check. Up
by nine at the half and eight after the third quarter, the White team
thought they could coast to a victory until Vianney took the lead
by one near the end of regulation. Clutch free throws by the team’s
big man, Kurt Thiemann, gave them the three point win and kept
the undefeated dream alive.
	After winning the next three games, St. Louis U. High faced
their next tough opponent during a Saturday game at MICDS. Down
nine at the half, the Jr. Bills took the lead in the third quarter by two
after a buzzer beater circus-shot lay-up by Matt Steurer. They
photo By Mr. MATT SCIUTO

see C-WHITE, 12

Jack Walsh
Reporter
he C-Blue Basketball team had a very successful year, finishing the season with a 13-5 record. They were co-Metro
Catholic Conference (MCC)
champions with Chaminade.
Coach Kent Kershenski
stressed three goals at the very
beginning of the year: for
each player to develop and
grow throughout the season,
to win the MCC, and to win
at least one tournament. The
Froshbills accomplished all
three of these.
The season started out
Freshman Anthony Heumann powers
over the Vianney defense.
rough, including a three game
losing streak, the final loss coming against Vianney right before
Christmas break.
“It was tough to have that loss sit in our stomachs for three
weeks, but it motivated us to work that much harder,” center Thomas
Graves said.
	Then, the team turned it on, rallying around guard Anthony
Heumann, forward Matt Hinkebein, and center Brain Howard.
These three players started every game of the year and helped lead
the Jr. Bills to an eight-game winning streak. This winning streak
also solidified the team as a legitimate contender for the MCC title.
Heumann, Hinkebein, and Howard were later called up to play
photo By Mr. MATT SCIUTO

see C-BLUE, 12
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HOCKEY
(from 5)

Sports

other team (Kirkwood) would go down
and die.”
	During the third period, the play was
mostly between the blue lines. The Bills
failed to maximize their opportunities and
Kirkwood sealed up the win with their final
goal of night at 7:26.
	To reverse the results, the SLUH puck
heads would have to seize their offensive
opportunities, protect the net, and shut down
number 19, Bryce Chapman, who had three
goals and an assist in Kirkwood’s 4-1 victory.
“We didn’t play with intensity, and Kirkwood came out aggressively. We ended up
paying for it,” said Busenhart. Due to SLUH’s
unfortunate loss, the Jr. Bills needed to win
the rematch as well as the mini-game that
would follow a victory in order to proceed
to the semifinals.  
The Jr. Bills came out in the first period
bringing their “A” game, a physical, uptempo brand of hockey, but the period ended
scoreless. As junior Jackson Hoffmann put
it, “We beat them everywhere except the
scoreboard.”
In the second period, SLUH brought
the pressure that it so desperately needed,
but managed only five shots on goal.
Freshman Chase Berger had what proved
to be one of the best opportunities of the game.
Berger, and the rest of the SLUH hockey
community, were left in utter shock as the
Kirkwood goalie stopped the shot, making it
obvious that this stellar Kirkwood netminder
would not be beaten easily. But the Jr. Bills
would not be discouraged.
“It’s frustrating when you are playing
well and you just can’t seem to score,” said
Greg Place. “You need to bear down and
shoot more. Also, you need to finish on the
chances you have.”
	A few minutes after Berger’s chance,
forechecking sophomore Dan Warnecke
forced a turnover in Kirkwood ’s zone. The
puck went to sophomore Trent Lulow, who
played with intensity the entire evening.
Lulow sent the puck to junior Ryan Reding.
The Jr. Bills could finally breathe a sigh of
relief as Reding lit the lamp on a one timer
from the slot with 40 ticks left in the second
period. As the Zamboni cleaned the ice after
the second period, the Jr. Bills went into the

locker room full of positive energy with a
one-goal lead.
	But Kirkwood would not give up. In the
final period, the Pioneers brought everything
they had in order to defeat the Jr. Bills. But
it still wasn’t enough to beat the Jr. Bills.
Kirkwood had the better of the play in the
third period and the pressure led to a penalty by Hoffman with 8:15 left in the game.
The penalty may have been the longest two
minutes Ragland has faced in his career as
SLUH’s goalie, and it did not help that one
of his top defensemen was unavailable.
“I just try not to think about it,” Ragland
said, “because if I do, I get really nervous,
and I don’t play my best.” But in this power
play, “Rags” certainly played his best. He
turned aside four shots on goal in these two
minutes, including two difficult shots from
the point with heavy traffic in front of the
net.
With just over a minute left in the game,
Kirkwood ’s coaching staff decided to pull
their goalie, since a tie would allow Kirkwood to advance. SLUH played well while
Kirkwood had the extra attacker and Ragland
was called on to make a nice save.
With just ten seconds left in the game,
the puck landed on Jimmy Berger’s stick.
Near his own blue line, Berger dumped it
into the Kirkwood zone and the puck slid
all the way into the Kirkwood goal, sealing
the 2-0 victory for the Jr. Bills.
The Jr. Bills came out firing on all
cylinders for their ten minute mini-game.
Playing some of their best hockey this year,
SLUH had a number of very good scoring
chances but the Kirkwood goalie was stellar
in the net.
	About halfway into overtime, Lulow
sent a laser just high and wide of the goal.
The puck ricocheted off the glass right onto
the stick of Warnecke, who fired the puck at
the net. He, too, was robbed by Kirkwood’s
net-minder.
	Not long after, senior Brandon Eversgerd
had another great opportunity but somehow
Kirkwood ’s goalie slid across the goal and
got a boot on the shot.
Just as this game was appearing headed
for a shootout, Chase Berger came to the
rescue with about 40 seconds left on the
clock. Rushing down the right wing, he made
a deke around the Kirkwood defender at the
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face-off circle and came toward the goal.
The puck eventually slid across the crease
and he patiently buried the puck into a little
opening.
“I just grabbed it and got into a one-onone,” said Berger, “I just made a little move
then brought it to my forehand and threw it
to the net.”
	The Jr. Bills will meet DeSmet in the
Challenge Cup semifinals in what is sure
to be a great series. SLUH beat DeSmet in
a preseason tournament, but went 0-2-1 in
three regular season games.
-Jack Witthaus contributed reporting.

B-Ball

(from 5)

kept running the court, we would have gotten
good baskets,” said Milles.
	The loss dropped the Jr. Bills to 1-7 in
the MCC, their same record as last season.
	Butler led the way for SLUH with 16
points, but in the end, the Jr. Bills had no
answer for Beal, who scored 28.
SLUH takes on Vianney on Wednesday
at 7:00 p.m. The loser will be knocked out
of the playoffs and their season will be over,
while the winner advances to the district
final.
	Milles said that the team would need to
get back to transition basketball in order to
succeed at districts.
“I think we’ve got to keep running. We
play a lot better in transition than we do in
our half court offense. We have a lot better
chemistry when we are out there running the
court.”
	Districts will be played at SLUH’s new
Danis Field House. On Tuesday Kirkwood
will play Gateway Tech. The winner of that
game will play Webster Groves on Wednesday at 5:00 p.m., immediately before the
SLUH-Vianney game.

2010 Football
Captains

Joe Blume-TE/DE
Charlie Brynac-OT/DT
John Brusati-OLB
Elliott Fish-CB
Lan Sansone-RB
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CHEATING II

(from 4)
ent,” said Becvar. “That’s why the teacher
has to be the one who has the decision as to
whether or not (cheating) actually occurred
and talk to the student about it.”
English teacher Rich Moran suggested
that teachers, particularly younger teachers,
could benefit from sessions in which they discussed practices to prevent cheating. Moran
said,“It wouldn’t work if teachers said, ‘This
is what you should do,’ but if they said, ‘I’d
try this,’” other teachers might listen.
However, though teachers have no
established standard, they often use similar
methods to combat cheating.
	To prevent cheating on tests, science
teacher Paul Baudendistel and Kuensting
spread students throughout the room. Social
Studies teacher Tim O’Neil and math teacher
Frank Corley pay close attention to their
classes’ behavior during a test.
“Guys who are attempting to cheat, they
probably don’t realize how blatant they are
because anything that looks out of the ordinary in a classroom situation, like taking a
test, it really sticks out for the teacher,” said
O’Neil.
	As for plagiarism, Wilson said that
Turnitin.com has been “very effective” in
locating passages stolen from other sources
without citation. Both English and social
studies classes use Turnitin.com. However,
since many classes do not use Turnitin.com,
it is up to the teacher to detect plagiarism.
“You have to check every single thing,”
Wilson said. “But you have a pretty good
idea sometimes. It’s just the way the paper’s
flowing, the way the paper is written, the use
of terminology.”
Kuensting and Corley quiz their students
to discourage copying homework. If a student
does not work through his homework, he
fails the quizzes.
Keefe and Baudendistel said that the
most effective method of cheating prevention
is building credibility in their class.
“I want my students to realize that I am
willing to work as hard in the class as I’m
asking them to work,” said Keefe. “I want
to have as much credibility in what they do
as I want them to have in what I do. And I
think over time, they buy into it.”
“Creating the atmosphere of respect—
courses at this school are challenging, and if

students value what they’re learning, they’re
not going to cheat. As a faculty member, I can
work to create a course that’s challenging, and
appropriately challenging, not overwhelming
to the point where people have to cheat—so
a doable class, but that it’s not a bunch of
busywork, et cetera,” said Baudendistel. “I
don’t think that’s unique to my class.”
Perspectives on Cheating
In general, John Moran said, cheating happens when students have a large amount of
work and feel they do not have enough time
to complete it.
“We have an environment where we have
lots of high achievers, lots of young men
who want to do well, who I think sometimes
get overwhelmed because of time and cut
corners,” he said.
	Callon said that cheating stems in part
from the confusion about what constitutes
an act of cheating.
“The real problem with cheating at
SLUH is that we don’t all agree on what
cheating is. I don’t know that we spend
enough time consistently in all of our classes,
saying, ‘That’s an intellectual shortcut, that
strategy leads to (a way around) doing what
real education asks,’” said Callon.
	Baudendistel, who includes the topic
of cheating on his mandatory third-quarter
reflection, said that students largely deny the
existence of cheating but admit that students
share equations and answers at times.
“The overwhelming response is that
students claim to not cheat and not know of
any cheating that’s going on,” said Baudendistel. “Then interspersed in their comments
there’ll be some things that make me raise
my eyebrows. Somebody’ll write something
like, ‘Well, sometimes I’ve seen a student
give another student the equation for how
solve a problem, but to me that’s not cheating.’ Well, that is cheating.”
However, a few students said that they
cheat occasionally on assignments they
consider minor, though they do recognize
that such actions still are cheating.
“I have never actually cheated,” said one
senior. “Well, I mean, I guess I have—I’ve
copied somebody’s homework before.”
	One senior said that he used a card with
formulas written on it during a sophomore
geometry exam.
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“For me it wasn’t a big deal because I
knew how to do the stuff. That’s the more
important part, I thought,” he said.
Even if the offense is minor, however,
cheating is most damaging to the cheater.
“The cliche, I guess, is that cheating
only hurts the students,” said O’Neil. “I
think there’s a lot of truth to that because,
in the long run, if you happen to cheat on a
particular assignment, maybe you get by with
that particular assignment, but you didn’t
learn that material. … You really didn’t save
yourself any trouble in the long run.”
However, teachers suffer due to cheating
as well. Both Baudendistel and Corley said
that they regard cheating in their classes as
a personal offense.
“It’s a lot of angst, and why did this guy
cheat, and what did I do wrong to afford him
this opportunity and to allow him to think
this was appropriate,” said Baudendistel.
“There’s a lot of self-reflection that goes
on.”
Keefe wonders whether students who
have exactly the same answers on homework
actually work through the assignment in
groups.
“I kind of doubt that, the way people’s
lives are,” Keefe said. “Now, is that cheating?
I say to myself. Where does the teacher draw
the line, in his or her own mind, between
students working together—in that case
theoretically cooperative learning—or cheating?” Keefe said that teachers should consider
philosophical questions like this and share
what they believe with their students.
“Admittedly, the world of education has
shifted so that we do have a lot more group
work than maybe 20 or 30 years ago, that
we do push for collaboration and teamwork
with students, perhaps, more than we did in
the past,” said John Moran. “So sometimes
the lines are blurred a little bit between those
two things.”
	Moran said, though, that students understand the difference between cheating
and not cheating.
“I think guys know the difference between charity and cheating. Charity is when
we’re working together on a group project,
and I think I can help you learn and understand something better,” he said. “Cheating
happens when we’re being tested, and we’re

see CHEATING III, 11
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Body of Christ

(from 1)
gested other explanations for them. The
parishes in St. Louis and around the state.
Some students were disappointed that miracles are Vatican-approved for belief,
but it is not necesthe exhibit was
sary for Catholics
entirely made up
to believe in any
of posters.
of them except the
“I think it
consecration of the
would be cooler if
Eucharist itself.
they had … some
	Doubts aside,
c o n c r e t e s t u ff
many students were
besides just picimpressed with the
tures,” said senior
variety of miracles
Sean Drummond.
that are presented.
Sophomore
“Itʼs kind of inStephen Nelson
teresting
to see that
noted that the scava
lady
lived
for 53
enger hunt kept
years
on
the
Euchahim from enjoying
rist,” said freshman
the exhibit.
A
student
views
the
Body
of
Christ
exhibit
in
the
Commons
Alex Tarter.
“I would have
this week.
“Itʼs
amazing
how many
gotten more out of it if I
times
the
Eucharist
has
hadn’t been forced to read
turned
into
blood,”
said
sophomore
Kevin
everything the quick way,” he said.
Sophomore Luke Reichold was im- Cahill.
pressed with the scientific studies that verified 	Body of Christ Outreach volunteer
some miracles. Other students expressed Sherry Hartz said, “Itʼs almost as if God’s
disbelief towards certain miracles or sug- saying, ʻI want you to believe, but if I have
to prove it to you, Iʼll do it.ʼ”
Photo by Ted Wight

Diversity

(from 2)
just haven’t been involved, at least in recent
history, with creating our own hiring fair,”
said Principal John Moran. “Certainly trying
to target diversity in regards to candidates
was an added bonus for us.”
	Moran noted the value of working with
the area’s other Jesuit institutions.
“It’s a really unique event just in terms
of the relationships between those schools,”
said Moran. “Though we are all associated
with one another, we don’t collaborate on
an awful lot of activities together.”
	To attend the fair, interested educators
had to apply online, and many submitted
résumés. Administrators and department
chairs evaluated and offered feedback on the
résumés during the one-on-one interviews.
Moran, Assistant Principal for Mission Jim
Linhares, Assistant Principal for Student
Affairs Brock Kesterson, Evans, English
chair Terry Quinn, and social studies chair
Tom Wilson represented SLUH at the fair.
Wilson volunteered to attend the fair

because he saw it as a good chance to
promote the school, specifically the social
studiesdepartment. He praised the structure
of the event and the interest it promoted.
“It was an opportunity for people to sit
down and view the programs of the schools.
It was informal, and it gave an opportunity
for people to have a comfort zone about it
and also get an opportunity to contact people
and see potential candidates,” said Wilson.
While intended to generate interest
and awareness of the Jesuit schools and
institutions as a whole, the fair specifically
focused on diversifying the pool of potential
educators that are aware of Jesuit employment options. This means drawing people of
different races, ethnicities, and genders into
the group of interested educators.
“When thinking about the demographics
of our country and how they are changing—
we need to be proactive in our efforts to
increase our racial and ethnic diversity on
our faculty and staff,” said Evans, highlight-

CHEATING III

(from 10)
in a test environment.”
Students and teachers largely agreed
that a significant portion of the responsibility for preventing cheating rests with the
students.
“I feel like as faculty, there’s only so
much we can do. Cheating is a student issue, not a faculty issue,” said Baudendistel,
explaining that no matter how diligent he is,
students can still cheat.
Said one senior, “I think a lot of it rests
on the other individual students who see
cheating going on, the ability to have courage and step up and say, ‘No, what you’re
doing is wrong.’”
	Moran, who said that the approximately
100 faculty members, not the 1050 students,
currently carry much of the responsibility for
preventing cheating, compared cheating to
theft. Theft declined significantly after the
administration began requiring students to
lock their lockers and to keep track of their
books.
“Maybe some of the same message with
this topic is, ‘What are you doing or not doing
about cheating and plagiarism,’ as opposed
to waiting for somebody from the outside to
take care of it,” said Moran.
ing SLUH’s ongoing effort to pursue a more
diverse hiring process.
Although it took more than a year to first
pull together, organizers expect the fair to be
held annually. According to Evans, administrators and department chairs involved in the
fair will meet Monday to discuss its benefits
and shortcomings, using the evaluation to
plan for future efforts.
“For the most part, it was a relatively
low amount of work,” said Evans of the fair.
“It was definitely a cost efficient way to say,
‘Hey, we’re viable options.’”
	Moran sees the event as a success, specifically noting the energy that was generated
despite the intimate setting. He said that
the school plans to follow up with several
attendees in the coming weeks. While there
are currently three open positions at SLUH,
Moran explained that the pool will be beneficial as openings increase in the future.
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(from 8)
for the rest of the season.
“The highlight of (the eight-game win
streak) was beating Chaminade in the finals
of their own tournament,” said Hinkebien.
Said Kershenski, “What really helped
us was our outstanding defense. As soon as
we implemented our 2-3 zone, we started
winning basketball games. Teams had great
trouble scoring on us, and this led to us feeling more comfortable in the offense. Another
key was our improved rebounding.”
	As the year continued, Kershenski kept
stressing that freshman basketball is a learning experience, and that everyone needed to
understand his job on the team.
	A highlight game was against Chami-

nade at home. The team had just beaten the
Red Devils a week before and controlled its
own destiny heading into the game. If they
won, they had a share of the MCC lead, but
if they lost, the Jr. Bills could only finish
second at best.
	The game started out relatively slowly
with neither team jumping out to a big lead.
At half, Chaminade was leading by five.
Both teams came out firing in the second half, playing tremendous defense and
becoming more aggressive in their offenses.
It was tight late in the game, and looked like
the game would be decided with the last
possession.
With around 30 seconds left, Chaminade
scored to go up by two. Kershenski called a
quick timeout with 11 seconds left and drew

up a play for Heumann to come off a stagger
screen and make a layup to send the game
to overtime.
However, Heumann got caught in the
screen and couldn’t break free. Point guard
Charlie Kretschner passed the ball to guard
Ben Hutchison, who shot a three-pointer
as time expired. The ball banked off the
backboard and bounced into the hoop. The
crowd went nuts, and the team stormed the
court to tackle Hutchison.
“The team chemistry really progressed
from the first couple of games. The players
began to feel more comfortable with each
other and really stayed together. Everybody
understood their role, and fulfilled it to the
best of their abilities,” said Kershenski.

(from 8)

Jr. Bills did not score again until over ten
minutes later in the fourth quarter. A three
by Bement and a free throw by co-captain
Matt Clohisy were the only points scored for
the Jr. Bills in the second half as they lost
the last game of their season, 39-19.
“It was great, and a lot of fun,” said
Clohisy. “We had an outstanding coach
guiding us.”
“It was a great year,” said White team’s
other co-captain and leading scorer Mike

Simon. “We had a really good team and
could’ve gone unbeaten.”
“The team had a great season. Everyone
played hard and had great attitudes,” said
O’Connell.
	The C-White basketball team ended
with a record of 13-1 (4-1 MCC.) Despite
a team free throw percentage of 59 percent,
the White team got the job done on the court.
Expect to see the current crop of freshman
impacting varsity in a couple years.

C-WHITE

went on to win the game 35-32. The team
won its next five games by an average of
15 points. After beating Lafayette to move
to 13-0, the team went on a ten-day period
without playing any games as it awaited its
last game of the season at DeSmet, whom they
had beaten at home earlier in the year.
	The Bills started off the game playing
fine, as a three by Brendan Bement gave them
the lead early in the second quarter, but the

B B-Ball
(from 7)

	Another reason for the team’s success
might have been new practicing methods
this season as the B team began practicing
with varsity.
“Going up against the varsity every day
in drills and scrimmages really enabled my
team to learn the importance of execution
and to value possession of the ball,” said
Rittenhouse. This practice format gave the
team the confidence that they could compete
with any team they played.
	Rittenhouse said of the team, “They
loved to compete and because of that they
learned how to win.”
With a total game record of 35-5 for class
of 2012 over its first two seasons and some
of the best high school basketball facilities
to be found, the SLUH basketball program
could find itself hunting for a State title very
soon.

C Wrestle

(from 8)
“Without being one cohesive unit who
shared a common goal, I believe we wouldn’t
have fared as well throughout the season,
especially at MCCs,” said Jimmy Hoffmann
(112).
	Curdt wished the team had more opportunities to wrestle (numerous tournaments
were cancelled), but was proud of the team’s
MCC victory and with the year as a whole.
“They had a lot of fun,” said Curdt.
“They were a good group to coach and they
were a pretty dedicated group. They showed
up on time and worked hard.”

PN Quote of the Week
“I hate quotations. Tell me what
you know.”
		
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Hockey and Wrestling
Night Beats

Last night the Quackbills took on the DeSmet Spartans in the semifinal round of the
Challenge Cup. Sophomores Dan Warnecke
and Trent Lulow scored, but the B-Slicebills
could not hold a third period lead, and the
contest ended in a 2-2 tie. With the tie, the
best-of-three series comes down to the
single game Saturday night, and the winner
advances to the Challenge Cup finals.
Junior Espen Conley (145) and senior Peter
Everson (171) advanced to the quarterfinals
of the State wrestling tournament last night
in Columbia. Conley wore out Rock Bridge’s
Josh Gaskins and won 13-4. Everson upset
No. 1 Chris Wolf of Francis Howell on a pin
from a fireman’s carry. Conley and Everson
will face Lee’s Summit North’s Derek Ducksworth and Lee’s Summit’s Josh Howard,
respectively, tomorrow.
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News

(from 2)
	The essays were sent to and graded by
the American Council of Teachers of Russian
(ACTR) board, which evaluated them and
sent the results in early February. Former
St. Louis U. High Russian teacher George
Morris is a member of the board and helped
grade the roughly 3,000 to 4,000 essays from
around the country. Sixty gold medal papers
were selected from the advanced level, while
50 were selected from the intermediate.
	Chura decided not to enter the sophomores into the beginner level of the essay
contest. Although he has entered sophomores
before, Chura says that he does not like to
do so because he usually teaches students
about essay writing in Russian III.
“(Essay writing) is something I work
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on a little bit later; opposed to earlier I do
more conversational work in freshmen and
sophomore year, “ said Chura. “It made sense
to only have the upper level kids (take the
essay) because they were better prepared for
it.”
	Chura received the results last week
and waited for the certificates and medals to
arrive. When they still had not come early
this week, Chura announced the results to
his classes on Wednesday.
	Barber said, “I was pretty happy, a little
bit surprised, but I felt that I did pretty good,
so I felt like I deserved it.”
“I was actually really shocked that I
was the only one (to receive gold), I thought
there would be other people that would get
it,” Meyer said.

“Leaving it, I was thinking I might be
lucky if I got maybe an honorable mention
or bronze, so when he announced that I got
a gold medalm, I was pretty excited, kind of
shocked,” Biver said.
	Chura said that the most gold medals
that there have ever been in a year is six or
seven, so this year’s count of four is good,
but not spectacular.
	Chura said, “There have been better
years, but it’s pretty typical. Usually three,
four, five is about what we end up with.”
	The advanced division gold medal
essays will now head to Moscow State
University to be graded further, and their
authors will have a chance to gain a second
gold medal. Roughly 20 of the 110 essays
will receive the double gold honor.

POetry

(from 2)
of SLUH’s Poetry Out Loud division who coached and accompanied
Blood.
It is SLUH’s first year not to have a student win or place as
first runner-up since 2007. Still, Hussung feels successful in teaching appreciation of poetry and having students work with poetry
outside of class, which echoes the goals of the contest’s sponsoring
organizations. Hussung believes SLUH is a fairly rich place that
cherishes poetry.
“We’re pulling it off,” said Hussung, citing speech clubs, the
elective senior poetry class, and Sisyphus as examples.
cartoon by Robert Lux

Opinion cartoons, like letters to the editors, reflect only the opinions of their author or authors
and not necessarily the opinions of the editors, the Prep News, or St. Louis University High
School.

Forecast printed with permission of the
National Weather Service.
St. Louis, MO Weather Service Office
Phone: 636-441-8467
Compiled by Nick Fandos and Conor
Gearin
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by Patrick O’Leary

Friday, February 19
Schedule R
WRES @ State Finals
JV2 RACQ @ Kirkwood 3:30pm
(Concord)
Sno Ball 8pm
AP Snack— Mozzarella Sticks
Lunch: Special—Catfish Curls
Healthy—Fish n’ Chips
Saturday, February 20
Muny Kids 7:30am
WRES @ State Finals
Father-Son Community Service 8am
HOC vs. DeSmet 8:30pm (Chesterfield)
Sunday, February 21
Muny Teens 12:30pm
Monday, February 22
Schedule R

Calendar

College Rep. Visits AP:
Southeast Missouri State University
		M115
	Truman State University
		
(Seniors Only) M110
AP Snack—Jumbo Egg Rolls
Lunch: Special—Enchiladas
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan
Tuesday, February 23
Schedule R
Sr. Jazzuit Diversity Presentation 9am
MML Test AP
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch: Special—Chicken Strips
Healthy—Turkey Burger
Wednesday, February 24
Schedule R
Matt Bettonville’s 18th Birthday
College Rep. Visits AP:

February 19, 2010
Feb. 19 - Feb. 26

Western Illinois University M115
HOC @ State Finals
BBALL vs. Vianney 7pm
AP Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
Lunch: Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Italian Chicken
Thursday, February 25
Schedule R
Fr. Class Scheduling Meeting AP
Ignatian Mix-It-Up Lunch 11am
AP Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch: Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli
Friday, February 26
Schedule H
Freshman Retreat Begins 4pm
Black History Knowledge Bowl
BBALL @ Districts

STATE

(from 6)
Early shut down all of Everson’s shots,
and Everson could not turn him when he
got back on top with 15 seconds left in the
match. Early advanced to the final with the
13-4 major.
“He’s such a beast on top that, once he
gets on top, he can just get back points almost
at will,” said Everson.
In a third-round wrestleback at 135,
Whitney and Oakville’s Matthew Jackson
stayed even for two periods, but Jackson went
up 6-3 in the third. After an escape, Whitney
struggled to score and scrambled for two as
regulation ended. In overtime, Whitney shot
first, but Jackson used hip pressure to get the
takedown and the 8-6 win.
In other third-round wrestlebacks, Andrew Danter doubled his Marquette opponent
early, sucked him back shortly afterward,
and pinned him in a reverse half, and Geders capitalized on three of his opponent’s
missed throws to win 8-5. Gass’s opponent
from Eureka pinned him when he missed a
head-and-arm.
	Andrew Danter, Everson, and Geders
all had fourth-round wrestleback bouts to
qualify for State. Against Jackson’s Levi
Hobeck, Danter maintained good position
early and got a 1-0 lead with an escape to
start the second. However, Hobeck hit a
high-crotch near the end of the second and

scored a takedown though he only worked
up Danter’s legs. In the third period, Hobeck
escaped and snapped Danter down twice for
a 7-3 win and a State berth.
“The coaches were kind of talking
to me about strategy and staying in good
position—if the opportunity for a shot comes,
take it, but he’s pretty strong, so you don’t
want to get yourself in bad position,” said
Danter, adding that Hobeck’s second-period
takedown altered the match.
Everson easily defeated Northwest’s
Brian Patton. He reversed Patton twice to
the back and shot on a blast double for a
13-2 lead. With 8.5 seconds left in the match,
Everson locked up a nearside cradle for the
pin.
	Geders battled another ranked wrestler,
No. 4 Michael Riney of Jackson. Riney
used his strength to prevent Geders from
getting close on a shot, and he executed a
snatch-single and a double to gain a 5-3 lead.
Geders looked for a throw as the third period
dwindled away, but he did not get it and got
eliminated.
“He was so compact for his weight. It
was so hard to get in on a shot on him,” said
Geders. “Then when I finally got a throw in
on him, the buzzer ran out.”
	Conley dominated the 145 championship against Fox’s Bobby Mahoney. He

scored nine takedowns, all of them explosive,
ranging from snapdowns and doubles to
sweeps and snatch-singles, and won 21-8.
“I knew I had to come after him quick,”
said Conley.
Everson met Marble for the second time
in the third-place match. Marble was more
prepared for the second meeting, keeping
his distance and not letting Everson in on
shots. He scored three snatch-singles and
shut down all of Everson’s attempts to take
him down, winning 8-4.
Head coach Jon Ott said that Jackson’s
defensive technique showed in Hobeck’s,
Riney’s, and Marble’s wins. “Jackson kind
of specializes in being defensive and holding
good position,” he said.
	Ott has high expectations for this year’s
State trip. He said, “More so than any year
I’ve come down here, we’re expecting the
kids to win a lot of matches.”
Everson believes that he has a chance
to medal at State and that he could possibly
pin Early if he makes it to the semifinals.
“But first things first, I have to get there,”
he said.
“I’m planning to do better than last year.
I haven’t seen the bracket yet, but it doesn’t
really matter who it is,” said Conley. “I’d
give the 16-seed the same thing I’d give the
one-seed.”

